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ABSTRACT: 
“Homomorphic coding could be a variety of 
coding that permits specific varieties of 
computations to be administered on ciphertext and 
procure associate degree encrypted result that once 
decrypted matches the results of operations 
performed on the plaintext”. for instance, someone 
will add 2 encrypted numbers so the person will 
decode the result, while not having the ability to 
seek out the worth of the individual numbers. once 
knowledge |the info| the information} is transferred 
to the cloud we have a tendency to use customary 
coding ways to secure this data, however once we 
wish to try and do the calculations on knowledge 
situated on a distant server, it's necessary that the 
cloud supplier has access to the data, so it'll decode 
them.  
 
As we have a tendency to all apprehend, the 
demand for privacy of knowledge and algorithms 
to handle the data of enterprise has increased   
staggeringly over the last decades. to realize this, 
technology like encryption ways with the 
utilization of tamper-resistant hardware is 
employed. However, a essential downside arises 
once there's a demand of computing on such 
encrypted knowledge (publicly) wherever privacy 
is established. Hence, the homomorphic 
cryptosystems is applied during this case.  
 
It's a technique that allows North American 
country to perform computations on encrypted 
knowledge while not decipherment. during this 
paper we have a tendency to propose the applying 
of a technique to perform the operation on 
encrypted knowledge while not decrypting and 
supply constant result similarly that the 
calculations were administered on data and that i 
use proxy re-encryption technique that forestalls 
cipher text from chosen cipher text attack.  
 
Keywords: Cloud Computing, Homomorphic 
coding, Paillier, RSA, Security. 
 

 
Introduction  
Homomorphic coding has been used for supporting 
easy aggregations, numeric calculations on 
encrypted knowledge similarly as for personal data 
retrieval. Recently, theoretical breakthroughs on 
homomorphic coding resulted in absolutely 
homomorphic coding that is ready to figure 
discretional functions on encrypted knowledge. As 
a result, homomorphic coding is mostly believed to 
be the chalice for resolution information queries on 
encrypted knowledge. The demand for privacy of 
digital knowledge and of algorithms for handling a 
lot of complicated structures have increased  
exponentially over the last decade. This goes in 
parallel with the expansion in communication 
networks and their devices and their increasing 
capabilities. At constant time, these devices and 
networks are subject to a good kind of attacks 
involving manipulation and destruction of dataand 
thieving of sensitive information. For storing and 
accessing knowledge firmly, current technology 
provides many ways of guaranteeing privacy like 
encryption and usage of tamper- resistant 
hardware. However, the essential downside arises 
once there's a demand for computing (publicly) 
with personal knowledge or to switch functions or 
algorithms in such the way that they're still feasible 
whereas their privacy is ensured. In wherever 
homomorphic cryptosystems can be used since 
these systems alter computations with encrypted 
knowledge. Our basic conception was to cipher the 
information before causing to the service supplier. 
however there's a retardant still sweet-faced by the 
consumer. as a result of the service supplier must 
perform the calculations on knowledge to reply the 
request from the consumer thus he should offer the 
key to the server to decode the information before 
execute the calculations needed, which could have 
an effect on the confidentiality of knowledge keep 
within the cloud. A technique alter to perform the 
operations on encrypted knowledge while not 
decrypting them is homomorphic coding. In our 
analysis we have a tendency to try and deal the 
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matter of security of knowledge hosted in an 
exceedingly Cloud Computing supplier. We have a 
tendency to all apprehend that the cloud or on-
demand computing brings plenty of advantage to 
the pc science of these days and tomorrow. 
However the adoption of Cloud passage applies 
given that the protection is ensured. a way to 
guarantee higher knowledge security and the way a 
consumer will keep their personal data 
confidential? There ar 2 major queries that gift a 
challenge for suppliers of Cloud Computing. 
During this work we have a tendency to focus the 
applying of Homomorphic coding of the protection 
of Cloud Computing, notably the likelihood to 
execute the calculations of confidential knowledge 
encrypted while not decrypted them. 
 
Cloud Computing  
Cloud computing could be a model for sanctioning 
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared 
pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 
networks, servers, storage applications and 
services) that may be chop-chop provisioned and 
discharged with bottom management effort or 
service supplier interaction. There ar several 
downside connected with cloud computing traffic, 
security and resource management. we are able to 
offer security in cloud by some ways like on 
knowledge, network and storage. Homomorphic 
coding methodology provides a lot of security on 
knowledge as a result of supplier isn't involving in 
key management. I actually have use proxy re-
encryption technique that forestalls cipher text 
from chosen cipher text attack. this technique is 
safer than existing system. 
 
Security threats in cloud  
Cloud computing as a plan is that the results of the 
natural evolution of our everyday approach to 
exploitation Technology delivered via the web. 
Cloud computing came into the foreground as a 
results of advances in virtualization (e.g. VMWare) 
[1], distributed computing with server clusters (e.g. 
Google) [2] and increase within the availableness 
of broadband web access. trade leaders describe 
cloud computing merely because the delivery of 
applications or IT services, that ar provided by a 
3rd party over the web (Rackspace, Microsoft, 
IBM) [3, 4,5]. Ironically, the recent international 

economic recession served as a booster for interest 
in cloud computing technologies as organizations 
searched for ways that to scale back their IT 
budget, whereas maintaining with performance and 
profits [6]. The cloud computing buzz began in 
2006 with the Launch of Amazon EC2, gaining 
traction in 2007 as seen within the Figure one. 

 
Figure 1: Search and News Volume for Cloud 
Computing as at Gregorian calendar month 2011 
 
The National Institute of Standards and 
Technology defines cloud computing as follows: 
“Cloud computing could be a model for 
sanctioning convenient, on demand network access 
to a shared pool of configurable computing 
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, 
applications, and services) that may be chop-chop 
provisioned and discharged with bottom 
management effort or service supplier interaction. 
This cloud model promotes availableness and 
consists of 5 essential characteristics, 3 service 
models, and 4 readying models.” [7] Cloud 
computing is presently characterized by having 
associate degree on demand access to elastic 
resources via a abidance model. 
 
According to reports of CSA (Cloud Security 
Alliance), the thirteen security domains [18] and 
therefore the seven high threats [17] on cloud 
computing were outlined as follows  
 
Security domains in cloud computing 

1. Cloud Computing study Framework 
2. Governance and Enterprise Risk 

Management 
3. Legal and Electronic Discovery 
4. Compliance and Audit 
5. Information Lifecycle Management 
6. Portability and ability 
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7. Traditional Security, Business Continuity, 
and Disaster Recovery 

8. Data Center Operations 
9. Incident Response, Notification, and 

rectification 
10. Application Security 
11. Encryption and Key Management 
12. Identity and Access Management 
13. Virtualization 

 
Threats in cloud computing security 

1. Threat definition 
2. Abuse and wicked Use of Cloud 

Computing 
3. Insecure Interfaces and genus Apis 
4. Malicious Insiders 
5. Shared Technology problems 
6. Data Loss or outpouring 
7. Account or Service Hijacking 
8. Unknown Risk Profile 

 
Homomorphic Algorithm 
If all knowledge keep within the cloud were 
encrypted, that may effectively solve problems like 
availableness, knowledge Security, and Third-Party 
management. However, a user would be unable to 
leverage the facility of the cloud to hold out 
computation on knowledge while not initial 
decrypting it, or shipping it entirely back to the 
user for computation. The cloud supplier therefore 
has got to decode the information initial (nullifying 
the difficulty of privacy and confidentiality), 
perform the computation then send the result to the 
user. What if the user might do any discretional 
computation on the hosted knowledge while not 
the cloud supplier learning regarding the user‟s 
knowledge - computation is finished on encrypted 
knowledge while not previous decipherment. this 
can be the promise of homomorphic coding 
schemes which permit the transformation of cipher 
texts C(m) of message m, to cipher texts C(f(m)) of 
a computation/function of message m, while not 
revealing the message.  
 
Associate degree coding theme is aforesaid to be 
absolutely homomorphic if: E(M1 Ѳ M2)← E(M1) 
Ѳ E(M2); wherever for all money supply,M2 Є M. 
M is that the set of plain text. when the event of 
absolutely homomorphic coding from part 

homomorphic coding, currently we are able to 
figure the encrypted knowledge into the cloud 
while not knowing the key key. 
  
Few developed FHE theme listed below.  

• GENTRY‟S FHE exploitation ideal lattice  
• Van Dijk Et al, absolutely homomorphic 

coding over the number  
• FHE supported approximate matrix GCD 

 
Proposed System  
To prevent cipher information from CCA (chosen 
ciphertext attack) I propose Proxy ReEncryption 
algorithmic rule with paillier and RSA 
Cryptosystem. In Homomorphic secret writing 
theme information was encrypted by the personal 
key and public key was unbroken with consumer 
solely. we tend to once more pass that information 
in proxy re-encryption algorithmic rule and find 
whenever random key generated cipher 
information. If assailant gets that key ones then 
they have to rewrite that information doubly with 2 
totally different keys. If once assailant gets the 
plaintext than he's powerless to induce each 
plaintext between consumer and server. therefore 
this technique provides a lot of security than 
existing system. 
 
Implementing homomorphic algorithmic into 
Cloud  
Applying absolutely homomorphic secret writing 
we will assure information secure for cloud 
computing. The key idea is that the info is 
encrypted by homomorphic secret text and hold on 
in cloud server, through this we will get the large 
benefit: trot out the cipher text directly in server 
and assure the data‟s security as a result of anyone 
else UN agency doesn‟t apprehend the key can‟t 
rewrite it. We tend to use homomorphic radially 
symmetrical secret writing [8] to construct the info 
secure theme.  

 
Fig conception of Homomorphic encryption 
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The radially symmetrical homomorphic cipher 
scheme: choose cipher parameter: r, p and q, r~2n , 
p~2n2 , letter ~ two n5 and p is prime P is that the 
secret key Encrypt: for plain text m reason 
c=pq+2r+m wherever c is that the cipher text 
Decrypt: m=(c mod p) mod two Correctness: as a 
result of pq is larger than 2r+m therefore (c mod p) 
=2r+m Finally (c mod p) mod 2= (2r+m) mod 2=m  
 
Homomorphic: for 2 cipher text  
C1=q1p+2r1+m1 C2=q2p+2r2+m2  
Compute: C1+ C2= (q1+q2) p+2(r1+r2) +m1+m2  
So if 2(r1+r2) +m1+m2&lt;&lt;p 
Then (c1+c2) mod p=2(r1+r2) +m1+m2 therefore 
its additive homomorphic. And c1*c2= [q1*q2p+ 
(2r1+m1) + (2r2+m2)] p+2(2r1 r2+r1m1+r2 m1) 
+m1 M2 
So if 2(2r1 r2+r1m1+r2 m1) +m1 m2&lt;&lt;p 
Then (c1*c2) mod p=2(2r1 r2+r1m1+r2 m1) +m1 
M2 
 
Security- 
We shall discuss security of our theme in terms of 
key recovery, one wayness, linguistics security and 
sameness. Then we tend to tend to proceed towards 
proving that the theme is businessperson secure. 
 
Security against Key Recovery 
In plain words this implies that the knowledge of 
the cipher text mustn't allow adversaries to retrieve 
the key. Since for our theme ciphertext does not 
reveal one thing regarding key except its length, 
security against key recovery amounts to security 
against brute force attack. 
 
Key for our theme may be a  l  l matrix in ring 
metallic element, that results in N l a pair of 
potentialities of a key matrix. The chance that a 
random  generated    matrix may be a secret's one 
N l   . Checking whether or not a   random  matrix 
is that the key or not, involves 2 matrix 
multiplications which suggests Ω(l2) operations 
per multiplication. Given N is b bits long, the 
complexness of brute force attack is (l a pair of 
.2bl 2 ) . Table 4.2 offers the equivalent security 
level for various parameter values. It can be simply 
ascertained that our theme is secure against brute-
force attack even with smallest parameters. 

 
TABLE 1 
BRUTE-FORCE SECURITY  OF planned theme 
Length of N(in bits) Equivalent security 

10 2172 

16 2268 

18 2300 

 
Unidirectional security 
This implies that given a cipher text Associate in 
nursing somebody should not be ready to retrieve 
the corresponding plaintext. Since cipher text could 
also be a organization of the plaintext, and not an 
instant linear(or polynomial) operate of the 
plaintext, therefore on retrieve plaintext from 
cipher text Associate in Nursing somebody should 
invert the similarity transformation therefore only 
can the opposite linear algebraically ways that 
square measure usually useful to retrieve plaintext. 
Let us assume that positive permutation of identity 
matrix KI is usually accustomed invert the 
transformation by following operation:  C'= KIC 
KI-1, wherever C is given cipher text. to induce 
plaintext from C' the somebody ought to be ready 
to resolve N, that is somebody can retrieve 
 
Plaintext only by finding congruencies practice 
Chinese Remainder Theorem, aside from that it 
needs factors of N. Thus, unidirectional security of 
our theme is usually reduced to hardness of 
resolution N. As per Lemma a combine of, this can 
not be finished a non negligible likelihood. Thus, a 
technique solid ground security reduces to hardness 
of huge integer resolution downside. 
 
Intuitively, a satellite secret writing theme is 
claimed to exhibit sameness property if given a 
cipher text of one of the two messages elite by 
challenger, it have to be compelled to be “hard” for 
the somebody to guess that of two messages 
corresponds to the cipher text. The definition 
involves a simple game where the  somebody is 
tested for the pliability to guess that message is 
encrypted in associate degree passing given cipher 
text. The IND security game is made public as: 
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1. Offender produces two messages m0 and 
money supply. 

2. The challenger returns the challenge cipher 
text c = Enc(mb,k), b is zero or one. 

3. Offender outputs b’. 
 

Attacker  or somebody  is  a  winner  if  it  returns  
b’=b  with likelihood further  than zero.5  in 
polynomial time. Since the plaintext home is 
uniform, that is all plaintext have equal bit length, 
sameness implies linguistics security. Hence, the 
planned theme is semantically secure. 
 
Security against known Plaintext and Chosen  
 
Plaintext Attack 
Plaintext attack security captures the notion of 
Associate in Nursing somebody world organisation 
agency has the pliability to eavesdrop on impulsive 
messages between a sender and receiver before 
creating an endeavor to decipher a message. the 
excellence between known-plaintext attack and 
chosen-plaintext attack is that latter is adaptive  
one. The notion of security against the known 
plaintext attacks is known as sameness below 
known ciphertext, IND-KPA, made public as: 
 

1. challenger runs KeyGen 
2. (Query section I) offender is given access 

to Enc(.,k) oracle. 
3. (Challenge Phase) offender produces two 

messages m0 and money supply. The 
challenger returns the challenge ciphertext 
c = Enc(mb,k), b is zero or one. 

4. (Query part II) Same as question section I. 
5. offender outputs b’. 

 
Attacker or someone may be a winner if it returns 
b’=b with chance quite zero.5. This game is often 
recurrent polynomial range of times. For the 
reconciling case, the IND-CPA game is that the  
same,  except  that assaulter  generates  the  next 
try  of message solely when  seeing  the previous  
ciphertext.   If Associate in Nursing secret writing 
theme is settled   (the Enc algorithmic rule is 
deterministic) then there's a novel, consistent secret 
writing for each message. A settled secret writing 
theme ca not be IND-KPA or IND-CPA secure 
since we are able to merely fire the secret writing 

of the 2 challenge messages throughout the oracle 
access step and compare the oracle's response to 
the challenge ciphertext.  
 
Implementation Results 
 
We implement our algorithmic program practice 
Java and choose its execution time. The 
computations were performed on a three.40 
gigacycle Intel Core i3-2130 processor. Table 4.3 
lists the execution time for key generation, secret 
writing and secret writing for various lengths of N. 
 
TABLE 4.3 
EXECUTION TIME OF KEY GENERATION, 
secret writing AND secret writing FOR varied 
LENGTHS OF N 

|N| 
(in 
bits)  

Key 
Generation 
( in m.sec) 

Encryption 
( in m.sec) 

Decryption 
( in m.sec) 

12 33 31 17 
18 356 193 124 
24 16430 42915 6450 

 
The data for homomorphic evaluations was 
gathered from running 10 thousand additions and 
100 multiplications of haphazardly elite numbers 
of variable length. Table 4.4 lists the execution 
time required for homomorphic addition and 
multiplication. 
 
TABLE 4.4 
EVALUATION TIME   OF ADDITION AND 
MULTIPLICATION FOR completely different 
LENGTHS OF N 

|N| (in bits)  Time for Addition 
( in n.sec) 

Time for 
Multiplication 
( in m. sec) 

12 45 9.01 
14 46 187 
16 49 337 
18 78 19045 
20 113 54057 

For the aim of comparison, we tend to tend to 
choose the results discovered in [20], a awfully 
smart implementation of BGV theme. In [20], time 
taken to calculate mean of 1 hundred numbers of 
size 128-bits square measure twenty milliseconds, 
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and for variance is vi seconds. They leave division 
in every the cases on the information user, and to 
allow mean computation it wants a 30-bit prime as 
secret, whereas for variance it's 58-bit long. In our 
implementation, computation of mean takes1.38 
milliseconds and of variance takes vi.83 seconds, 
likewise as division operation. 
 
 
Conclusion 
In this paper I actually have use Homomorphic 
secret writing technique to produce security on 
cloud. Homomorphic secret writing could be a new 
idea of security that allows providing results of 
calculations on encrypted information while not 
knowing the data on that the calculation was meted 
out, with respect of the info confidentiality. this 
technique is safer than existing system. In future 
we will work expeditiously of the system by 
reducing size of the key and that we may check 
proxy Re-Encryption methodology for different 
Homomorphic secret writing theme. Security of 
cloud computing supported absolutely 
Homomorphic secret writing could be a new idea 
of security that is alter to produce the results of 
calculations on encrypted information while not 
knowing the raw entries on that the calculation was 
meted out respecting the confidentiality of 
information. Our work is predicated on the 
appliance of absolutely Homomorphic secret 
writing to the safety of Cloud Computing 
 
Future Work:  
As cloud computing could be a giant space and use 
of cloud computing is increasing daily. once more 
cloud having three service model that square 
measure package as a service (saas), platform as a 
service (paas), and infrastructure as a service (iaas) 
therefore most are wanting to maneuver into the 
cloud because it offer a lot of flexibility and 
reduced value. Here we've got implement 
absolutely homomorphic secret writing theme 
wherever all sort of operation square measure is 
performed while not knowing secret key. the most 
defect of this theme is that once cipher the 
dimensions of information become terribly giant 
which is able to cause serious burden for network 
and storage. 
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